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Abstract

ical competencies related to vocabulary, syntax and so forth;
textual competencies such as cohesion; illocutionary competencies such as the ability to make a request; and sociolinguistic
competencies such as sensitivity to register and naturalness [2].
The claim is that oral proﬁciency is the ability to accurately
produce certain structures appropriate to the context, using the
elements of the competencies as they are ordered in increasing
difﬁculty or complexity.
This paper analyzes two sets of data. We offer some estimates of the relation of the timed production of language structures (ﬂuency measures) and the structural complexity observed
in that same data to the growth of oral proﬁciency, as judged by
expert raters.

Automaticity and real-time aspects of performance are directly
relevant to L2 spoken language proﬁciency. This paper analyzes data from L2 speakers of English and Spanish spread over
a range of proﬁciency levels as identiﬁed by traditional holistic, rubric-based human ratings. In spontaneous speech samples from these L2 populations, we studied timed measures of
spoken ﬂuency (linguistic units per time) that co-vary with proﬁciency level and compared the timed measures to indices of
the linguistic complexity of the same spoken material. Results
indicate that duration-based ﬂuency measures yield as much or
more information about proﬁciency as do structural complexity
measures. These empirical ﬁndings suggest that expert perception of oral proﬁciency relate to automatic, real-time aspects of
speaking and that the oral proﬁciency construct may be enriched
by adding timing to its communicative/functional framework.
Index Terms: automaticity, psycholinguistics, ﬂuency

2. Method
2.1. Overview of English and Spanish Experiments
The experiments reported in this study were conducted in the
period from 1998 to 2007. They are based on two data sets,
one collected in 1998-99 from non-native speakers of English
(the ENG subjects) and one collected in 2002-3 from non-native
speakers of Spanish (the SPN subjects). The two data sets will
be considered two experiments; one on English learners and
one on Spanish learners. In both experiments, each subject
took two different speaking tests in close temporal proximity
with less than 7 days elapsed between the test administrations.
One test was an automatically administered and automatically
scored listening/speaking test that took 12-18 minutes to complete. For the automatic tests, all the candidate responses were
recorded and are available, along with several summary scores.
In both the English and Spanish experiments, the other test was
a human-scored oral proﬁciency assessment from which holistic speaking proﬁciency scores were obtained based on multiple
human ratings. For the Spanish test we have the two separate
scores from the two raters, and for the English test we have only
one ofﬁcially reported score. For each dataset, a corresponding
set of measures were generated: 1) oral proﬁciency test scores
based on human judgments, 2) a set of phonological ﬂuency
measures (e.g. phonemes/time), 3) a set of structural ﬂuency
measures (e.g. clauses/time), 4) a set of structural complexity
measures (e.g. words/clause).
The purpose of the experiments in the current context is
to understand the growth of ﬂuency and structural complexity
in spoken language as general spoken language proﬁciency develops. In particular, which aspects of spoken language production relate most closely and consistently with the more general construct of spoken language proﬁciency as judged by expert raters? The original spoken response data was collected
as part of concurrent validation studies for the Versant English
and Versant Spanish tests, and it has now been analyzed to ex-

1. Introduction
Skilled language teachers integrate linguistic and non-linguistic
evidence in the assessment of L2 spoken language proﬁciency.
That is, when listening to a functionally appropriate passage
of speech to assess a learner’s oral language, listeners seem to
combine linguistic judgments of the content, complexity, and
form-accuracy of a learner’s speaking with a seemingly nonlinguistic judgment of the apparent automaticity, ﬂuency, or facility of speech production. Compared to native speakers and
proﬁcient non-native speakers, early language learners say less
and they say it more slowly, and what they say is structurally
simpler – even when the learner is successfully communicating.
In this paper, we will take “ﬂuency” to represent the salient
manifestations of automaticity in speaking. The basic measures
of ﬂuency are the rates (in time) of the production of spoken
linguistic units, like words per minute, leaving aside for now
the more complicated problem of how to measure smoothness
or continuity in spoken language. But what is automaticity?
Segalowitz and Hulstijn [1] say that “automaticity refers to the
absence of attentional control in the execution of a cognitive
activity”, but they cannot pin it down to a single operational
deﬁnition that all will agree to. Some psychologists classify a
behavior as automatized when performance is asymptotically
accurate without conscious attention to the mechanics of the
task (e.g. decoding written words during highly skilled reading). Automaticity can be operationalized as asymptotic accurate performance that is indifferent to performance of another
attention-needing task. For example, highly proﬁcient speakers
can talk quite ﬂuently on light topics while steering a vehicle
through trafﬁc, because their speaking is automatized.
A current view in applied linguistics is that language use
encompasses multiple communicative competencies: grammat-
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ing technology respectively. All the Versant tests in these two
experiments were administered to the subjects over the telephone and had durations in the range of about 12-18 minutes
per administration.
In the experiments reported here, we analyze only the last
few responses from the Versant tests in which subjects were
given a ﬁxed length recording window to answer an open question or to re-tell a narrative. In the last section of the Versant
English test, the English Open Questions, the system presented
two items and provided a ﬁxed 40-second recording window for
each response. In the last sections of the Versant Spanish test,
the Spanish Open Questions and Story Retellings, the system
presented three items of each type and gave a ﬁxed 30-second
recording window for each item response. The two open questions in the last section of the Versant English provide subjects
a total of 80 seconds to respond. The three open questions and
three story retellings in the Spanish test provide subjects a total
of 180 seconds to respond.

tract phonological ﬂuency, structural ﬂuency, and complexity
indices.
2.2. Design
In these studies, the independent variable is general proﬁciency
in spoken language, and the dependent variables are eleven
measures of production ﬂuency and three measures of structural
complexity as observed in learners’ spoken responses. The experimental design is schematized in Figure 1, which shows how
the subjects, the instruments and the independent and dependent
variables are related.

2.5. Human Analysis of Open Questions and Story
Retellings
These responses (two per English test and six in each Spanish
test) were all transcribed into an augmented orthographic form
by an experienced team of transcribers (English or Spanish).
All transcriptions were then reviewed by a second, supervisory
transcriber. The transcription methods are applied to tens of
thousands of responses each year as part of the usual test development procedure at Pearson. What we describe below is the
hand analysis of these transcriptions to count the occurrence of
the four kinds of linguistic units shown below:
• Words: Response-relevant orthographic words, not
counting apparent disﬂuencies (e.g. self-corrections,
false starts, ﬁllers, or stutters)
• Cohesives: Coordinators, logical connectors, and devices indicating repetition, lexical relationship, reference, ellipsis, comparison, and conjunction [4], e.g. but,
before, yet, because, so, even if, therefore, however, etc.
• Clauses: Structures with a verb (usually ﬁnite), including independent and various kinds of dependent clauses
(subject, adverbial, relative, etc)
• T-units: “One main clause plus any subordinate clause
or non-clausal structure that is attached to or embedded
in it” [5]
From these counts, we derived measures of ﬂuency with
longer units (e.g. words/minute), and measures of unit complexity (words/clause or clauses/t-unit).
For the ENG data set, four content coders were recruited.
First, the coders had a training session in which the goals of and
procedures of the response analyses were discussed. Then, each
coder independently analyzed training transcriptions for each
syntactic measure. After the training session, each coder was
given the same 103 transcribed Open Question responses and
independently coded for each measure. For the SPN data set,
four different content coders were recruited and trained. The
Spanish coders followed the same rating procedures as the English coders. After the training session, each coder was given
220 Spanish transcriptions and independently coded them for
each measure.

Figure 1: A graphical representation of the experimental design
In the following sections, the test instruments and scoring
procedures are described. The independent criterion variables
are rubric-deﬁned scores that are based on expert human judgments of communicative effectiveness in speaking or based on
oral proﬁciency. The dependent variables are measured from
extended spoken turns in linguistic units/time or ratios of embedded linguistic units.
2.3. Independent Criterion Variables:
ciency

Speaking Proﬁ-

Each of the subjects in the ENG and SPN data sets took a general oral proﬁciency test, with holistic scores assigned by expert
human listeners. The 58 ENG subjects took the Test of Spoken
English (TSE) offered by Educational Testing Service (ETS).
The TSE was administered to the ENG subjects between October 1998 and April 1999. The TSE is a well accepted test that is
used to measure the ability of nonnative speakers of English to
communicate orally in English, particularly in post-secondary
education and in professional settings. According to Educational Testing Service (as cited in [3]), the TSE measures “the
ability to accomplish speciﬁc language tasks comprehensibly,
accurately, coherently, and appropriately with respect to speciﬁc interlocutor/audience, topic, and purpose (1994, p.1).”
Each of the 38 SPN subjects took a Spoken Proﬁciency
Test (SPT) in Spanish. This Spanish SPT was an oral proﬁciency interview test administered in one of the U.S. government organizations. The scores provided were holistic proﬁciency levels following the Interagency Language
Roundtable (ILR) descriptors (0, 0+, 1, 1+, 2, 2+, 3, 3+,
4, 4+, 5). The ILR scale is presented on the ILR website
http://www.govtilr.org/ILRscale2.htm.
2.4. Recorded Question Answers and Story Retellings

2.6. Dependent Variables

Subjects took Versant English and Versant Spanish tests. Pearson’s Versant tests are automatically administered and scored
using a computerized test delivery system and speech process-

Fluency Measures: There are many speech parameters that
have been identiﬁed with ﬂuency. For example, Kormos [6]
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• Words/T-unit: Average number of words per T-unit

summarizes ten most common temporal variables that are often
used in L2 ﬂuency research. Those variables are: Speech Rate,
Articulation Rate, Phonation-Time Ratio, Mean length of Runs,
Number of Silent Pauses per Minute, Mean Length of Pauses,
Number of Filled Pauses per Minute, Number of Disﬂuencies
per Minute, Pace, and Space. Kormos [6] reports that speech
rate and mean length of runs are the best predictors of L2 ﬂuency judgments.
In the present study, we selected four phonological ﬂuency
measures, as listed below, that could be measured easily from
the response recordings using the speech processing technology.

• Clauses/T-unit: Average number of clauses per T-unit
These four complexity variables are not determined with reference to time and do not represent the ability to produce units
ﬂuently. A single complex T-unit, with three clauses and many
words counts the same as four such T-units produced in the response recording window. Again, these are not necessarily the
best such variables to analyze, but they are probably similar in
behavior to other such variables that might be tracked and analyzed.

• Total Pause Time: summed duration of silent or ﬁlled
inter-word within-response pauses

3. Results

• Mean Pause Time: average duration in milliseconds of
inter-word pauses

The results reports on the correlations between the variables and
highlights the relative centrality of different aspects of ﬂuency
and complexity as they contribute to spoken language proﬁciency. A set of variables that can combine to account for most
of the variance in proﬁciency may also inform instructional design or language testing.
A correlational analysis of the results indicates that most,
but not all, of the dependent measures change in an orderly
manner over the course of second language development. Table
1 displays the correlation of ﬂuency parameters and complexity
parameters with the over all spoken language proﬁciency measures.

• Phones/Second: number of phonemes per second (while
speaking)
• Words/Minute (ROS): number of words per minute from
beginning to end of speaking
The second set of ﬂuency variables relate to the production
of larger structures, like clauses, or special words that link larger
structures. These structural ﬂuency variables are also measured
with reference to time – how many are produced per time or
how long does it take to produce one. In this study, they are
measured with respect to the time available for speaking, and
not with reference to the trimmed speaking time. The four variables under study are:

type
Phonological Flu.
Phonological Flu.
Phonological Flu.
Phonological Flu.
Structural Flu.
Structural Flu.
Structural Flu.
Structural Flu.
Complexity
Complexity
Complexity
Complexity

• Words/minute: relevant words per minute over the available recording time
• Clauses/minute: relevant clauses per minute over the
available recording time
• T-units/minute: relevant T-units per minute over the
available recording time
• Cohesives/minute: cohesive words or phrases per minute
over the available recording time
These variables represent the number of units that are produced
per minute as part of a task-relevant response over the whole
duration of a recording period. They are not the only possible
structure/time variables that could be studied, but they may be
representative of the class of such variables.
Complexity Measures: There have been many studies in
the second language acquisition literature that investigated complexity of output made by L2 learners in either written format [7] or spoken format [8, 9, 10]. Most of the syntactic complexity measures used to analyze speech samples employed the same measures used in L2 writing analysis [10], although speech samples are often more complicated to analyze
due to false starts, hesitations, and ﬁllers. Foster, Tonkyn, and
Wigglesworth [11] propose a new analysis unit called AS-unit
speciﬁcally keeping characteristics of speech samples in mind;
however, coding AS-units is a fairly complex process and “so
few studies have used it” [10].
In the present study, some commonly used syntactic complexity measures (including T-units/minute, Clauses/minute,
Cohesive Devices (CD), Words/minute, Words/T-unit (WPT),
Words/Clause (WPC), Cohesives/word) were identiﬁed from
previous studies [particularly 10, 12]. The parameters analyzed
in this study are:

variable
Total Pause Time
Mean Pause Duration
Phones/second (speaking time)
Words/minute (utterance time)
Words/minute
Clauses/minute
T-Units/minute
Cohesives/minute
Cohesives/word
Words/T-Unit
Words/Clause
Clauses/T-Unit

Corr1
0.22
-0.21
0.57
0.59
0.62
0.56
0.47
0.55
0.02
0.67
0.50
0.39

Corr2
-0.29
-0.68
0.81
0.86
0.90
0.85
0.85
0.79
0.26
0.70
0.55
0.51

Table 1: Correlations of individual ﬂuency and complexity
variables with proﬁciency measures. Corr1: Correlation with
TSE (English) (80 sec. sample). Corr2: Correlation with Spanish SPT (180 sec. sample).
With these data set sizes, we can consider any correlation ≥ |0.50| to reﬂect a “meaningful” predictive relationship,
as the dependent variable accounts for more than a quarter of
the variance in the independent variable, proﬁciency. In general, the Spanish correlations are higher with only two correlations of magnitude less than 0.50. In the English data, seven
of the twelve variables correlate with magnitudes of 0.50 or
greater, including two or three variables from each of the variable groups.
For the English data, all the meaningful ﬂuency and complexity variables are within a narrow range, between 0.50 and
0.67. No individual variable and no group of variables seems
to stand out in having a particularly (or differentially) strong
relation to proﬁciency.
In the Spanish data, the ﬂuency and complexity variables
are spread over a wider range of magnitudes, from 0.51 to 0.90.
Also different is that the phonological and structural ﬂuency
variables seem to have a stronger relation to proﬁciency than
do the complexity variables. This is born out in the analyses
presented in Table 2, where a bootstrap cross-validation pro-

• Cohesives/Word: Average number of cohesives per word
• Words/Clause: Average number of words per clause
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ﬂuency indicators (amount and length of pausing, speed at pronouncing segments, and rate of word production) can together
predict about one third of the variance in oral proﬁciency. The
structural ﬂuency and the complexity indicators can do about as
well. The question that remains is: is there evidence here to suggest that one or another of these variable types is more central
to the construct? Perhaps not, but there is some evidence that
producing a greater amount of acceptable lexical and structural
information per time is a lot of what is heard as oral proﬁciency.
The current data may help lead to the design of more efﬁcient and accurate spoken language tests. Combining linguistic
analysis of spoken material with measures of the timing of the
production of these linguistic units will yield better estimates of
speaking proﬁciency.
These empirical ﬁndings suggest that the human perception
of oral proﬁciency has a strong relation to automatic, real-time
aspects of speaking and that the oral proﬁciency construct may
need revision from an underspeciﬁed functional grounding that
takes ﬂuency to be just one of many equally important elements
that make a spoken performance effective in communication.

cedure [13] produces a fair estimate of how a combined variable based on a multiple linear regression of the four variables
in each group is correlated with the corresponding proﬁciency
measure. Table 2 presents the mean correlation value from 50
random partitions of the subject data set. Note that ﬁve of the six
estimates of the expected correlations between the 4-variable
multiple regressions and the oral proﬁciency values are less than
the best single variable correlations with proﬁciency in the same
macro-cell of Table 1. This is probably due to the errors caused
by the limited data points.
Type
Phonological Flu.
Structural Flu.
Complexity

Variable
Utterance time
Aavailable time
Density, complexity

Corr1
0.56
0.58
0.60

Corr2
0.88
0.89
0.62

Table 2: Correlations of ﬂuency and complexity variable
groups with proﬁciency measures. Corr1: Correlation with TSE
(English) (80 sec. sample). Corr2: Correlation with Spanish
SPT (180 sec. sample). Variables are in Units/minute.
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